Routedescription to the University Hotel from the Central Station.

Leaving the Station from the main entrance, walk straight through the arch in front of the Groningen Museum.
Cross the bridge and walk straight ahead into the center of the city.
On your way, you will cross a very busy street, be careful.
After about 5-10 minutes, you will cross the Vismarkt (Fishmarket).
Keep going straight ahead into the Stoeldraaiерstraat.
After 50 metres, the name of the street changes into Oude Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat.
On your right you find Bookstore “Studie Store”, go left into the small alley, called the Kleine Kromme Elleboog.
On your right is the University Hotel. Please ring the bell for reception.
This walking distance will take approximately 10-15 minutes.

We wish you a pleasant stay in Groningen!